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a weekend with...Claire Lloyd

“White paint makes everything 

happier. On the shutters, we used 

turquoise (both pages). It works 

well in bright light,” says Claire 

Lloyd, who lives in Lesvos. £

Sun-drenched days that blur into one another, set to the sounds 
of goat bells and ocean swells, make for a typical weekend on the 
Greek island this designer, art director and filmmaker calls home 
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(Left) “My partner Matthew made our big 

table on a rainy afternoon, using just a saw, 

hammer and nails. I think he did pretty well. 

A lot of the paintings are by Matthew and I 

think they’re beautiful, I love living with them.  

I really like his sea painting.” (Opposite 
page) Claire confounds the locals by throwing 

open the shutters, !looding the home with 

an abundance of natural light. Nellie the 

rescue dog (bottom) basks in a quiet spot. 

I never, ever expected to live in a village. I left Sydney for London in 1983 and 
never quite made it home. I loved London life and had a fantastic career there in 
magazines, film and design, but there came a time when it simply exhausted me.  

It was my homeopath and friend, Vicki, who encouraged me to visit the Greek island 
of Lesvos; it was the best remedy she had ever prescribed. I fell in love immediately. 

Now, in the evenings I fall asleep to the sound of peals of laughter, people chatting 
and the tonkle of goat bells; all this is the music of the little village in Lesvos that I now 
call home. A light-hearted mood sweeps over the village in summer. The influx of visitors 
means the town doubles in size and life is lived outdoors. No one seems to need sleep 
– the villagers put me to shame, as I just don’t have the same stamina levels as them. They 
say everything revolves around coffee and ouzo in the kafeniea (cafes) of Lesvos – it’s true. 

In a big city, you can go days, weeks, months even, without talking to the people 
that live right next door to you. Here, you see your neighbours every day and you 
speak to everyone you see, even if it’s just a hello. It makes you feel like you truly belong.

It’s funny, I never thought about living in a little village – let alone in Greece – but  
I felt a connection as soon as I stepped off the plane. It was a powerful pull and it felt 
like coming home. I do miss my family and friends back in Australia, though. I enjoyed 
swimming and practicing yoga at Sydney’s Boy Charlton Pool. Also, I miss Vegemite 
toast – every Australian visitor is encouraged to bring a large jar along with them. £

“I felt a connection as soon as I stepped off the plane.  
It was a powerful pull and it felt like coming home”

home truths
Who lives here: World-wandering 

Australian expat Claire Lloyd, her  

partner Matthew Usmar Lauder, and pets 

Sweetie the cat and Nellie the rescue dog.

Style: A small but lovingly restored 

traditional Greek home painted bright 

white, with wooden shutters on the 

windows. Claire has !illed the rooms  

with simple adornments and artworks.
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(Right and opposite page) “Matthew made 

the bed and I brought the chandeliers with 

me, one by one, from London. They’re almost 

the only things we brought with us.” (Bottom) 
Sweetie the cat approves of the natural fabrics 

Claire has used to furnish the home that 

previously belonged to the local priest. She 

and partner Matthew also get a bit creative, 

decorating the house with crosses (below) 
they made together from found materials. 

I’m quite a spontaneous person, so I didn’t hesitate to start searching for a house 
after only being here for one day. Finding this house was like discovering a hidden secret. 
Behind the green double gates was the most charming rundown garden with almond 
and olive trees, a walnut and huge fig tree, and some bearded iris and lilac bushes. Inside, 
it was as if someone’s life had stood still: as if they had left and just forgotten to return. 
When I first saw it, I was beside myself with excitement for what it could become.

The house is tiny and before we could even contemplate anything, we needed  
a new bathroom, kitchen and roof. By way of a fresh start, my partner, Matthew Usmar 
Lauder, and his friend Marcus spent the next seven weeks painting every surface white. 

I’ve always done every interior pure, bright white. The locals are fascinated, as this 
isn’t the typical Greek island – it’s full of traditional stone buildings. They think it’s  
a bit odd that we leave our shutters open, but we get so much natural light. “It will 
make the place hot,” they say, but the sun is so fantastic, we just love it. 

The white walls and floors became a blank canvas. We draw colour in with things  
we bring into the house, whether it be nature, art or pieces we make ourselves. 

When I look around our home, most things have been found, made, restored or 
created by Matthew. He’s an artist and he’s found a new love in making things, such  
as our bed. I’m not quite sure about the dimensions – I almost need a stool to get  
up onto it – but he really enjoyed the entire process and working with his hands. £

INSIDE: HOMES

“We draw colour in with things we bring into the house, 
whether it be nature, art or pieces we make ourselves”
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“Every morning Matthew and I – and assorted furry friends – walk a dirt 

track (right) that leads to the Aegean Sea. The landscape feels ancient.”  

Hydrangeas, irises (opposite page) and almonds grow in Claire’s garden 

and the island produces such delights as locally made cheeses (below 
right). (Below) Turquoise bursts in the kitchen speak of Greek in!luences 

on Claire. She is picking up the language, practising with local friends.

what I am…
Capturing… Village moments, the seasonal changes and 
beautiful sunsets. You are never at a loss for something 
worth filming or photographing here. Learning… Guess? 
Greek – it has to be said that language doesn’t come 
naturally to me, so progress is slow. It would be great  
one day to happily chatter away with my Greek friends. 
Relishing… Hot summer days, swimming in the sea, our 
freshly painted house and quiet time. Making… Three 
little films: one that captures the response of our village 
friends to my latest book; the second is imagery of the 
daily life of locals and our beautiful surroundings; and 
the third is an evocative film of our lovely village home.
Plotting… An upcoming boat trip to Turkey. Wearing… 
Natural fabrics. It’s summer here now so it’s time for silk, 
cotton and linen in my signature colour of white. I’m also 
wearing several shades of fur that have become attached to 
me from one of our cats or dogs. Eating… The best, 
freshest food. I love clean, simple food but I can’t resist 
chocolate. Sometimes, I’m force-fed cakes by the villagers, 
not that I’m complaining. Contemplating… Community, 
nature, a simpler way of life. See page 46 for Claire’s latest 
book, My Greek Island Home ($49.99, Penguin Books).&

He failed woodwork at school, so he’s definitely getting his own back now. Matthew 
is also a bit of a tip rat, so there are pieces he finds and cleverly restores that fit right 
into our home, such as the coat hooks and the shelf he installed in our bedroom. 

I’m treasuring the time and space to be creative; writing, filming and photographing. 
Together, we made the cross in our bedroom; we found the white stones on the beach 
and Matthew made a mould. I finished it off by sticking the stones into the concrete. 

It’s quite a simple life. There is no typical weekend here. To be honest, we don’t 
even know when the weekends are half the time. It’s just night and day and seasons. 

Occasionally, on a Friday night we’ll head to the northern part of the island to 
Skala Sikaminia. It’s a charming, traditional stone village where we share delicious, 
seasonal food with our local friends at the kafeneio and enjoy a slight change. 

Our friend Stratis lives on a farm where he makes wonderful cheese from goat  
and sheep’s milk. He also brings us the most delicious rice pudding, made from  
a recipe handed down to him by his grandmother, or yiayia in Greek.

Living here has made me so aware of how important community life is. Greek people 
are incredibly generous, and when we go for our daily walk we’re given all sorts of fresh 
produce, from watermelons to eggs and tomatoes. We invariably end up sitting in a friend’s 
garden, eating something sweet and chatting away – all this before breakfast. ��
To view Claire’s portfolio, visit clairelloyd.com or to view her blog, visit clairelloydloves.wordpress.com.

“It’s quite a simple life. There is no typical weekend here. To be 
honest, we don’t even know when the weekends are half the time”
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